2011 toyota tacoma trailer wiring harness

Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas ' started by Lute , Jul 25, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World.
Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need
to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Cell phone mount! Recirculating air button help Oil
filter for Access Cab 2. Post Reply. Apparently Toyota only sells it as a kit, you cannot get the
plug and harness separately. I can't take full credit for the following tip; the original post by
'Jake The Wolf' thanks Jake! The Honda part is. Lute , Jul 25, Kolter45 , Tsinajinii , ptc and 10
others like this. Scooter WCT likes this. I referenced the part number for the Honda part which
can only be used in the manner I described- as a repair for the existing Toyota 7-Pin trailer
harness. If your harness is 'missing', I would wonder if it ever had the trailer kit installed in the
first place. Toyota sells two different kits which come with the wiring harness, the wiring
converter, the bracket and the harness plug- one is the 4-pin style, one the 7-pin style. If you
don't already have the hardware in place, I believe you will need to get one of the kits from
Toyota, rather than just the plug I referenced above. Lute , Sep 24, I drew a wiring diagram
before cutting. I wish Toyota would mount these things in the bumper. I guess that would be too
difficult because they would have 2 bumpers. I found that if I leave my hitch in it offers some
protection. This is by far the best way to repair the broken trailer connector I have found on TW!
Thank you Lute for the directions on swapping the connector! Was a little confused at first but
once I realized you were swapping the actual trailer connector and not the connector that
connects to the truck's wiring harness pictures would have helped it was easy! Still waiting for
the Honda harness to come in, but when it does I will already be halfway there! Much better
route than splicing in an aftermarket connector! WhiteWalkerTaco , Jul 23, Heres a step by step:
take the harness out of the mount on the truck 8mm bolts i think , and disconnect the harness
up behind the bumper so you can go to your workbench with it. Cut the exposed wires as short
as possible, leaving a little of the colored jacket to reference the wire locations strip the ends of
the wire and put them into the new harness, following using the old harness to see where to
connect each wire you could use a spade connector or something if you like install back into
the trucks mount, and use elecrical tape to seal up the hole where the wires enter the housing
so water doesnt get in there. I was shocked and sooo happy to see this harness at my local
napa store. My old harness had salt and water getting in there and corroded the wiring so bad
that certain wires were totally disconnected. This is a direct replacement and costs like 10
bucks! Anyone have the wiring diagram for this? I had taken the wiring out before tagging it and
I don't think the colors align with the standard colors cause one of them was switched around
when I was using a 4 pin setup. I just completed this swap out today using Lute's instructions in
the first post. I hope the photos help. Last edited: Apr 29, Whiplash , Apr 28, Tagged for future
reference if needed I like the OP solution, nice and cheap and keeps it factory.. This mod does
require cutting the wires at the old plug, the replacement plug below has screws to seat the
wires, or use round ends, or round ends and solder, which is what I did Last edited: Apr 28,
IronPeak , Apr 28, MotoMoose68 and scocar like this. Kolter45 likes this. WhiteWalkerTaco , Sep
13, TRDSport10 and tamer like this. Cut the one plug and cut my busted toyota plug off. Then i
used a multimeter to verify what wire goes to each pin. Finally solder wires and good to go. I
also now have a 4 pin as well as the 7 pin. Kerrigan , Sep 14, Finally got around to doing this
swap using the Honda part number today I would add that the only real challenge I had was
getting the white insert out without chewing it up too badly. I found that if you take a thin metal
coat hanger and bend a very small hook into the end of it with some pliers, you can use the
hanger like a puller. You can fit it into little triangle holes and hook it from behind NiteTaco , Jan
14, I am doing this replacement now, but having trouble getting mine disconnected so that I can
do the switch! Please help! Thank you. Bunio26 , Mar 30, Sand Shark , Mar 30, It looks factory
and eliminates the possibility of smashing it again. TRDSport10 likes this. Thank you, OP. I
completed this fix this morning and couldn't be happier! Quick question for anyone that might
know off hand. What color wire gives power to the reverse lights on the trailer? I have a if that
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